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1. Introduction

One of the major problems in the theory of extensive games is the following: how s
a player react when he finds himself at an information set that contradicts his previo
lief about the opponent’s strategy choice? Different approaches have been propose
problem. Ben-Porath (1997) and Reny (1992) have formulated rationalizability and
librium notions based onweak sequentiality, in which a player is allowed to believe,
this situation, that his opponent will no longer choose rationally. Battigalli and Sinisc
(2002) have shown that Pearce’s (1984)extensive form rationalizability can be character
ized by assuming that a player, in such a situation, should look for the highest deg
“strategic sophistication” that is compatible with the event of reaching this informatio
and stick to this degree until it is contradicted later on in the game. Perea (2002,
suggests that the player, in such a situation, may revise his conjecture about the opp
utility function in order to rationalize her “surprising” move, while maintaining comm
belief of rational choice at all information sets. The most prominent position, howev
that the player should still believe that his opponent will choose rationally in the rema
of the game; this underlies concepts that promote backward induction. We are con
with such concepts in the present paper.

We definesequential rationalizability by imposing common ‘certain belief’ of the eve
that each player believes that the opponent chooses rationally at all her information1

We definequasi-perfect rationalizability by imposing common ‘certain belief’ of the eve
that each player has preference for cautious behavior (i.e., at every information s
strategy is preferred to another if the former weakly dominates the latter) and believ
the opponent chooses rationally at all her information sets. Since these are non-equi
concepts, each player need not be certain of the beliefs that the opponent has about t
er’s own action choice. However, byassuming that each player is certain of the beliefs th
the opponent has about the player’s own action choice, we obtain epistemic charac
tions of the corresponding equilibrium concepts:sequential andquasi-perfect equilibrium.
When applied to generic games with perfect information, both sequential and quasi-p
rationalizability yield the backward induction procedure. To avoid the issue of wh
(and if so, how) each player’s beliefs about the action choice of his opponents are st
tically independent, all analysis is limited to two-player games.

For the above mentioned definitions and characterizations, we must describe
player believes both conditional on reaching his own information sets (to evaluate h
tionality) and conditional on his opponent reaching her information sets (to determi
beliefs about her choices). In other words, we must specify a system of conditional b
for each player. There are various ways to do so. One possibility is aconditional proba-
bility system (CPS) where each conditional belief is a subjective probability distributi2

This is sufficient to model sequentiality in the current context. Another possibility, whi
sufficient to model quasi-perfectness in the current context, is to apply a single seque

1 ‘Certain belief,’ which is the operator we will use for the interactive epistemology, will be defined in
tion 2.4. An event is said to be ‘certainly believed’ if the complement is deemed subjectively impossible.

2 We use Myerson’s (1986) terminology. In philosophical literature, related concepts are called Popp
sures. For an overview over relevant literature and analysis, see Halpern (2003).
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Fig. 1.Γ1 and its strategic form.

subjective probability distributions—a so-calledlexicographic probability system (Blume
et al., 1991a, LPS)—and derive the conditional beliefs as the conditionals of such a
Since each conditional LPS is found by constructing a new sequence which includ
well-defined conditional probability distributions of the original sequence (see footno
each conditional belief is itself an LPS.

However, quasi-perfectness cannot always be modelled by a CPS since the mo
of preference for cautious behavior may require lexicographic probabilities. To se
considerΓ1 of Fig. 1.

In this game, if player 1 believes that player 2 chooses rationally, then player 1
assign probability one to player 2 choosingd . Hence, if each (conditional) belief is a
sociated with a probability distribution—as is the case with the concept of a CPS
player 1 believes that his opponent chooses rationally, then player 1 is indifferent be
his two strategies. This is inconsistent with quasi-perfectness, which requires play
have preference for cautious behavior, meaning that player 1 inΓ1 prefersD to U .

Moreover, sequentiality cannot always be modelled by means of conditionals of a
LPS since preference for cautious behavior is induced. To see this, consider a modifi
sion ofΓ1 where an additional subgame is substituted for the(0,0)-payoff, with all payoffs
in that subgame being smaller than 1. If player 1’s conditional beliefs over strategi
player 2 is derived from a single LPS, then a well-defined belief conditional on rea
the added subgame entails that player 1 deems possible the event that player 2 chof ,
and hence, player 1 prefersD to U . This is inconsistent with sequentiality, under whichU

is a rational choice.
We therefore introduce a new way of describing a system of conditional beliefs,

a system of conditional lexicographic probabilities (SCLP). In contrast to a CPS, an SC
may induce conditional beliefs that are represented by LPSs rather than subjectiv
ability distributions. In contrast to the system of conditionals derived from a single
an SCLP need not include all levels in the sequence of the original LPS when determ
conditional beliefs.

It is our aim to model sequential rationalizability (and equilibrium) and quasi-pe
rationalizability (and equilibrium) within the same epistemic model. By embedding
notion of an SCLP in an epistemic model with a set of epistemic types for each play
will be able to model quasi-perfectness as a special case of sequentiality. For eachti
of any playeri, ti is described by an SCLP, inducing a behavior strategy for each opp
typetj that is deemed subjectively possible byti . The event that “playeri believes that the
opponentj chooses rationally at each information set” can then be defined as the
where playeri is of a typeti that, for each subjectively possible opponent typetj , induces
a behavioral strategy which is sequentially rational giventj ’s own SCLP.
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An SCLP ensures well-defined conditional beliefs representing nontrivial condit
preferences, while allowing for flexibility w.r.t. whether to assume preference for cau
behavior. Preference for cautious behavior, as needed for quasi-perfect rationalizab
obtained by imposing the following additional requirement onti ’s SCLP for each condi
tioning event: if an opponent strategy-type pair(sj , tj ) is compatible with the event andtj
is deemed subjectively possible byti , then(sj , tj ) is in the support of typeti ’s conditional
belief.

The concept of sequential rationalizability is related to various other concepts pro
in the literature. Already in Bernheim (1984) there are suggestions concerning h
define non-equilibrium concepts that involve rational choice at all information sets
requiring rationalizability in every subgame, Bernheim defines the concept ofsubgame
rationalizability—which coincides with our definition of sequential rationalizability
games of almost perfect information—but no epistemic characterization is offered.
heim (1984, p. 1022) claims that it is possible to define a concept of sequential ra
izability, but does not indicate how this can be done. After related work by Green
(1996), sequential rationalizability was finally defined by Dekel et al. (1999, 2002), w
concept coincides with ours in our two-player setting. Our definition of quasi-perfect
nalizability is new. Dekel et al. (1999) and Greenberg et al. (2003) consider also ext
game concepts that lie between equilibrium and rationalizability; such concepts will n
considered here.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the concept of an
and introduce the epistemic model that will be used throughout the paper. In Sec
we present our epistemic characterizations of sequential and quasi-perfect equilib
define the concepts of sequential and quasi-perfect rationalizability. In Section 4 we
tigate the relationship to other rationalizability concepts, while in Section 5 we show
sequential and quasi-perfect rationalizability promote backward induction. In Section
discuss the restriction to two-player games. A representation result for SCLP is esta
in Appendix A. Proofs of the main characterization results are contained in Append
while proofs of others results are available on request.

2. Players as decision makers

In this section, we introduce some definitions and notation in order to model the p
in an extensive game as decision-makers under uncertainty.

2.1. A system of conditional lexicographic probabilities

Consider a decision-maker under uncertainty, and letF be a finite set of states. Th
decision-maker is uncertain about what state inF will be realized. LetF ∗ (⊆ F ) be
the nonempty subset of states that the decision maker deems subjectively possible
F∗ := {E ⊆ F | E ∩ F ∗ �= ∅}. Let Z be a finite set of outcomes. For anyE ∈ F∗, the
decision-maker is endowed with complete and transitive conditional preferences o
functions that to each element ofE assigns an objective randomization onZ. Any such
function is called an Anscombe and Aumann (1963)act onE.
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Refer to the collection of conditional preferences for allE ∈ F∗ as asystem of con-
ditional preferences. We show in Proposition A.1 of Appendix A how such a system
conditional preferences can be represented by our novel notion of an SCLP (cf. Sec
To introduce this notion formally, we need some preliminaries.

Let υ :Z → R be a vNM utility function, and abuse notation slightly by writingυ(p) =∑
z∈Z p(z)υ(z) wheneverp ∈ ∆(Z) is an objective randomization.
A lexicographic probability system (LPS) consists ofL levels of subjective probabi

ity distributions: if L � 1 and,∀� ∈ {1, . . . ,L}, µ� ∈ ∆(F), thenλ = (µ1, . . . ,µL) is an
LPS onF . Let L∆(F) denote the set of LPSs onF . Write suppλ := ⋃L

�=1 suppµ�. If
suppλ ∩ E �= ∅, denote byλ|E = (µ′

1, . . .µ
′
L|E) the conditional ofλ onE.3 Write, for any

� ∈ {1, . . . ,L}, λ� := (µ1, . . . ,µ�).

Definition 1. A system of conditional lexicographic probabilities (SCLP)(λ, �) onF with
supportF ∗ consists of

• an LPSλ = (µ1, . . . ,µL) ∈ L∆(F) satisfying suppλ = F ∗, and
• a function� :F∗ → {1, . . . ,L} satisfying

(i) suppλ�(E) ∩ E �= ∅,
(ii) �(D) � �(E) whenever∅ �= D ⊆ E, and
(iii) �({e}) � � whenevere ∈ suppµ�.

The interpretation is that the conditional belief onE is given by the conditional o
E of the LPSλ�(E), λ�(E)|E = (µ′

1, . . . ,µ
′
�(E)|E). To determine preference between a

conditional onE, first calculate expected utilities by means of the top level prob
ity distribution, µ′

1, and then, if necessary, use the lower level probability distributi
µ′

2, . . . ,µ
′
�(E)|E , lexicographically to resolve ties. The function� thus determines, for ever

eventE, the number of levels of the original LPSλ that can be used, provided that th
intersect withE, to resolve ties between acts conditional onE. Condition (i) ensures well
defined conditional beliefs that represent nontrivial conditional preferences. Conditi
means that the system of conditional preferences is dynamically consistent, in the
that strict preference between two acts would always be maintained if new inform
ruling out states at which the two acts lead to the same outcomes, became availa
motivate condition (iii), note that ife ∈ suppµ� and�({e}) < �, then it follows from con-
dition (ii) thatµ� could as well ignoree without changing the conditional beliefs.

A full support SCLP (i.e., an SCLP whereF ∗ = F ) combines the structural implicatio
of a full support LPS—namely that conditional preferences are nontrivial—with flexib
w.r.t. whether to assume the behavioral implication of any conditional of such an L
namely that the conditional LPS’s full support induces preference for cautious beh
A full support SCLP is a generalization of both

3 I.e.,∀� ∈ {1, . . . ,L|E}, µ′
�
(·) = µk�

(·|E), where the indicesk� are given byk0 = 0, k� = min{k|µk(E) > 0
and k > k�−1} for � > 0, and{k|µk(E) > 0 andk > kL|E} = ∅, and whereµk�

(·|E) is given by the usua
definition of conditional probabilities; cf. Blume et al. (1991a, Definition 4.2).
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(1) Conditional beliefs described by a single full support LPSλ = (µ1, . . . ,µL): let, for
all E ∈F∗, �(E) = L. Then the conditional belief onE is described by the conditiona
of λ onE, λ|E .

(2) Conditional beliefs described by a CPS: let, for allE ∈ F∗, �(E) = min{�|suppλ� ∩
E �= ∅}. Then, it follows from conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 1 that the full su
port LPSλ = (µ1, . . . ,µL) has non-overlapping supports (i.e.,λ is a lexicographic
conditional probability system in the terminology of Blume et al., 1991a, Defin
tion 5.2) and the conditional belief onE is described by the top level probabili
distribution of the conditional ofλ on E. This corresponds to the isomorphism b
tween CPS and lexicographic conditional probability system noted by Blume
(1991a, p. 72) and discussed by Halpern (2003).

However, a full support SCLP may describe a system of conditional beliefs that
covered by these special cases. The following is a simple example: LetF ∗ = F = {d, e, f }
and λ = (µ1,µ2), whereµ1(d) = 1/2, µ1(e) = 1/2, andµ2(f ) = 1. If �(F ) = 1 and
�(E) = 2 for any other non-empty subsetE, then the resulting SCLP falls outside cas
(1) and (2).

2.2. An extensive game

Consider a finiteextensive game form with two players. Assume that there are no cha
moves, and that the extensive game form satisfies perfect recall. Denote byHi the collec-
tion of information sets controlled by playeri. For every information seth ∈ Hi , let A(h)

be the set of actions available ath. A pure strategy for player i is a functionsi which
assigns to every information seth ∈ Hi some actionsi(h) ∈ A(h). Denote bySi the set
of pure strategies for playeri, where there, in the subsequent analysis, is no need to
ferentiate between pure strategies inSi that differ only at non-reachable information se
Write S = S1 × S2 and denote byZ the set of terminal nodes (or outcomes). Letz :S → Z

map strategy profiles into terminal nodes, and refer to(S1, S2, z) as the associatedstrategic
game form.

Let, for eachi, υi :Z → R be a vNM utility function that assigns a payoff to any o
come. Then the pair of the extensive game form and the vNM utility functions(υ1, υ2)

constitutes a finiteextensive game Γ . Let G = (S1, S2, u1, u2) be the associated finit
strategic game, where for eachi, the vNM utility function ui :S → R is defined by
ui = υi ◦ z (i.e., ui(s) = υi(z(s)) for any s = (s1, s2) ∈ S). Assume that, for eachi, there
exists, s′ ∈ S such thatui(s) > ui(s

′).
For anyh ∈ H1∪H2, let Si(h) be the set of strategiessi for which there is some strateg

sj such that(si , sj ) reachesh. For anyh and any nodex ∈ h, denote byS(x) = S1(x) ×
S2(x) the set of pure strategy profiles for whichx is reached, and writeS(h) := ⋃

x∈h S(x).
By perfect recall, it holds thatS(h) = S1(h) × S2(h) for all information setsh. For anyh,
h′ ∈ Hi , h (weakly) precedesh′ if and only if S(h) ⊇ S(h′). For anyh ∈ Hi anda ∈ A(h),
write Si(h, a) := {si ∈ Si(h) | si(h) = a}.

A behavior strategy for player i is a functionσi that assigns to everyh ∈ Hi some
randomizationσi(h) ∈ ∆(A(h)) on the set of available actions. Ifh ∈ Hi , denote byσi |h
the behavior strategy with the following properties:
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(1) at playeri information sets precedingh, σi |h determines with probability one th
unique action leading toh, and

(2) at all other playeri information sets,σi |h coincides withσi .

Say thatσi is outcome-equivalent to a mixed strategypi (∈ ∆(Si)) if, for any sj ∈ Sj , σi

andpi induce the same probability distribution over terminal nodes. For anyh ∈ Hi , σi |h
is outcome-equivalent to somepi ∈ ∆(Si(h)).

2.3. Types

When an extensive game form is turned into a decision problem for each playe
uncertainty faced by a player concerns the action choice of his opponent at each
information sets, the belief of his opponent about the player’s own action choice at e
his information sets, and so on. Atype of a player in an extensive game form correspo
to a vNM utility function and a belief about the action choice of his opponent at ea
her information sets, a belief about the belief of his opponent about the player’s own
choice at each of his information sets, and so on.

An implicit model with a finite set of type profiles,T = T1 × T2, describes such hiera
chies of beliefs. Each typeti ∈ Ti of any playeri corresponds toi ’s vNM utility function
υi and a system of conditional beliefs onSj ×Tj . For giventj ∈ Tj (i.e., for given belief of
j abouti ’s action choice at eachh ∈ Hi , belief ofj abouti ’s belief aboutj ’s action choice
at eachh ∈ Hj , and so on),ti ’s belief aboutj ’s action at someh′ ∈ Hj can be derived
from his conditional belief onSj (h

′) × {tj } since the set of actions available ath′, A(h′),
corresponds to a partition ofSj (h

′).
For eachti ∈ Ti , let T

ti
j (⊆ Tj ) be the non-empty set of opponent types thatti deems

subjectively possible. Also, assume that, for allsj ∈ Sj and tj ∈ T
ti
j , ti deems(sj , tj )

subjectively possible. This means that conditional beliefs are well-defined for an eveEj

(⊆ Sj × Tj ) if and only if Ej ∩ (Sj × T
ti
j ) �= ∅. Note that{Sj (h) × Tj | h ∈ Hi} is the

set of events that are objectively observable byti . Hence, conditional beliefs are alwa
well-defined for such events since, for anyh ∈ Hi ,(

Sj (h) × Tj

) ∩ (
Sj × T

ti
j

) = (
Sj (h) × T

ti
j

) �= ∅.

By describing the system of conditional beliefs by means of an SCLP, our constru
formulated within the strategic game form, can be summarized as follows.

Definition 2. For given vNM utility functions(v1, v2) on ∆(Z), anepistemic model for a
strategic game form(S1, S2, z) consists of

• for each playeri, a finite set of typesTi , and
• for each typeti of any playeri, and SCLP(λti , �ti ) onSj × Tj with supportSj × T

ti
j .

To illustrate this use of our notion of an SCLP, consider again the game of Fig. 1
pose thatT = {t1} × {t2}, and letλt1 = (µ

t1
1 ,µ

t1
2 ) ∈ L∆(S2 × {t2}) be such thatµt1

1 assigns
probability one to(d, t2) andµ

t1
2 assigns positive probability to(f, t2). If �t1(S2×{t2}) = 1,

then the SCLP corresponds to a CPS, while if�t1(S2×{t2}) = 2, then all conditional belief
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are conditionals ofλt1. Condition (i) of Definition 1 requires that�t1({(f, t2)}) = 2, while
condition (ii) implies that�t1({(d, t2)}) � �t1(S2 × {t2}). Hence, the function�t1 yields
flexibility w.r.t. whether to assume preference for cautious behavior, while ensuring th
conditional beliefs are well-defined.

2.4. Certain belief

In Definition 2 we allow for the possibility that each player deems some opponent
subjectively impossible, corresponding to an SCLP that does not have full support
the type dimension. Therefore, the epistemic operator ‘certain belief’ (meaning th
complement is subjectively impossible) can be derived from the epistemic model a
fined for events that are subsets ofT1 ×T2. For anyA ⊆ T1 ×T2, say that at(t1, t2) playeri
certainly believes the eventA if (t1, t2) ∈ KiA, where

KiA := {
(t1, t2) ∈ T1 × T2

∣∣ {ti} × T
ti
j ⊆ A

}
.

Say that there ismutual certain belief of A ⊆ T1 × T2 at (t1, t2) if (t1, t2) ∈ KA, where
KA := K1A ∩ K2A. Say that there iscommon certain belief of A ⊆ T1 × T2 at (t1, t2) if
(t1, t2) ∈ CKA, whereCKA := KA ∩ KKA ∩ KKKA ∩ · · · .

2.5. Preferences over strategies

In an extensive game, playeri makes decisions at his information sets. At every
formation seth ∈ Hi , the combination ofi ’s vNM utility function υi andti ’s conditional
belief onSj (h) × Tj determines complete and transitive preferences�ti

h on the set of acts
from Sj (h) × Tj to Z. Since each strategysi ∈ Si(h) is a function that assignsz(si , sj )
to any (sj , tj ) ∈ Sj (h) × Tj and is thus an act fromSj (h) × Tj to Z, we have that�ti

h

determines complete and transitive preferences onSi(h).
The choice function for type ti of any playeri is a functionC

ti
i that assigns to ever

h ∈ Hi ti ’s set of rational strategies:

C
ti
i (h) := {

si ∈ Si(h)
∣∣ si �ti

h s′
i for all s′

i ∈ Si(h)
}
.

3. Sequential and quasi-perfect rationalizability

In this section, we use the concept of an SCLP to formalize the requirement tha
player believes that the opponent chooses rationally at each of her information sets
her preferences at these information sets. This enables us

• to characterize sequential (Kreps and Wilson, 1982) and quasi-perfect (van Da
1984) equilibrium,4 and

4 The concept of a quasi-perfect equilibrium differs from Selten’s (1975) extensive form perfect equili
by the property that, at each information set, the player taking an action ignores the possibility of his own
mistakes.
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• to definesequential andquasi-perfect rationalizability as non-equilibrium analogue
to the concepts of Kreps and Wilson (1982) and van Damme (1984) in two-p
extensive games.

3.1. Sequentiality

In our setting a behavior strategy is not an object of choice, but an expression

system of beliefs of the other player. Say that the behavior strategyσ
ti |tj
j is induced for tj

by ti if tj ∈ T
ti
j and, for allh ∈ Hj anda ∈ A(h),

σ
ti |tj
j (h)(a) := µ

ti
� (Sj (h, a), tj )

µ
ti
� (Sj (h), tj )

,

where� is the first level� of λti for which µ
ti
� (Sj (h), tj ) > 0, implying thatµti

� restricted
to Sj (h) × {tj } is proportional to the top level probability distribution of the LPS t
describesti ’s conditional belief onSj (h) × {tj }. Here,µti

� (Sj (h), tj ) is a short way to
write µ

ti
� (Sj (h) × {tj }). Similarly for µ

ti
� (Sj (h, a), tj ).

Say that the behavior strategyσi is sequentially rational for ti if,

∀h ∈ Hi, σi |h is outcome-equivalent to some mixed strategy in∆
(
C

ti
i (h)

)
.

Define the event that playeri is of a type thatinduces asequentiallyrational behavior
strategy for any opponent type that is deemed subjectively possible:

[isri] := {
(t1, t2) ∈ T1 × T2

∣∣ ∀t ′j ∈ T
ti
j , σ

ti |t ′j
j is sequentially rational fort ′j

}
.

Write [isr] := [isr1] ∩ [isr2] for the event where both players are of such a type.
Note that the behavior strategy induced fort ′j by ti specifiesti ’s belief revision policy

about the behavior oft ′j , as it defines probability distributionsalso at playerj information
sets that areunreachable giventi ’s initial belief aboutt ′j ’s behavior. Hence, if the true typ
profile (t1, t2) is in [isri], then playeri believes that each subjectively possible oppon
type t ′j chooses rationally also at playerj information sets that contradictti ’s initial be-
lief about the behavior oft ′j . The above observation explains why we cancharacterize a
sequential equilibrium as a profile of induced behavior strategies at a type profile in[isr]
where there is mutual certain belief of the type profile (i.e., for each player, only the
opponent type is deemed subjectively possible).

Before doing so, we define sequential equilibrium. Playeri ’s beliefs over past oppone
actions ati ’s information sets is a functionβi that to anyh ∈ Hi assigns a probabilit
distribution over the nodes inh. An assessment(σ,β) = ((σ1, σ2), (β1, β2)), consisting
of a pair of behavior strategies and a pair of beliefs, is consistent if there is a seq
(σ n,βn)n∈N of assessments converging to(σ,β) such that for everyn, σn is completely
mixed andβn is induced byσn using Bayes’ rule. Ifσi andσj are any behavior strategie
for i andj , andβi are the beliefs ofi, then let, for eachh ∈ Hi , ui(σi, σj ;βi)|h denotei ’s
expected payoff conditional onh, given the beliefβi(h), and given that future behavior
determined byσi andσj .
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Definition 3. An assessment(σ,β) = ((σ1, σ2), (β1, β2)) is a sequential equilibrium if it
is consistent and it satisfies for eachi and everyh ∈ Hi ,

ui(σi, σj ;βi)|h = max
σ ′

i

ui

(
σ ′

i , σj ;βi

)∣∣
h
.

The characterization result can now be stated; it is proven in Appendix B.

Proposition 4. Consider a finite extensive two-player game Γ . A profile of behavior strate-
gies σ = (σ1, σ2) can be extended to a sequential equilibrium if and only if there exists an
epistemic model with (t1, t2) ∈ [isr] such that (1) there is mutual certain belief of {(t1, t2)}
at (t1, t2), and (2) for each i, σi is induced for ti by tj .

For the “if” part, it is sufficient that there is mutual certain belief of the beliefs
each player has about the action choice of his opponent at each of her informatio
We do not need the stronger condition that (1) entails. Hence, higher order certain
plays no role in the characterization, in line with the fundamental insights of Auman
Brandenburger (1995).5

We nextdefine the concept of sequentially rationalizable behavior strategies as ind
behavior strategies under common certain belief of[isr].

Definition 5. A behavior strategyσi for i is sequentially rationalizable in a finite extensive
two-player gameΓ if there exists an epistemic model with(t1, t2) ∈ CK[isr] such thatσi

is induced forti by tj .

It follows from Proposition 4 that a behavior strategy is sequentially rationalizable
is part of a profile of behavior strategies that can be extended to a sequential equili
Since a sequential equilibrium always exists, we obtain as an immediate consequen
sequentially rationalizable behavior strategies always exist.

3.2. Quasi-perfectness

Impose the additional requirement that for each typeti of any playeri the full LPSλti

is used to form the conditional beliefs over opponent strategy-type pairs. Formally,L

be the number of levels in the LPSλti and define the event

[caui] := {
(t1, t2) ∈ T1 × T2

∣∣ �ti (Sj × Tj ) = L
}
.

Since�ti is non-increasing w.r.t. set inclusion,(t1, t2) ∈ [caui] implies that�ti (Ej ) = L for
all subsetsEj of Sj × Tj with well-defined conditional beliefs. Due to the assumption
λti has full support onSj (cf. Definition 2),(t1, t2) ∈ [caui] means thatti ’s choice func-
tion never admits a weakly dominated strategy, thereby inducing preference forcautious
behavior. Write[cau] := [cau1] ∩ [cau2].

We nowcharacterize the concept of a quasi-perfect equilibrium as profiles of indu
behavior strategies at a type profile in[isr] ∩ [cau] where there is mutual certain belief

5 We are grateful to the referee for making this observation.
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the type profile. To state the definition of quasi-perfect equilibrium, we need some
liminary definitions. Define the concepts of a behavior representation of a mixed st
and the mixed representation of a behavior strategy in the standard way (cf., e.g.,
son, 1991, p. 159). If a behavior strategyσj and a mixed strategypj are both completely
mixed, andσj is a behavior representation ofpj or pj is the mixed representation ofσj ,
then,∀h ∈ Hj , ∀a ∈ A(h),

σj (h)(a) = pj (Sj (h, a))

pj (Sj (h))
.

If pj is a completely mixed strategy andh ∈ Hi , let pj |h be defined by

pj |h(sj ) =
{

pj (sj )

pj (Sj (h))
, if sj ∈ Sj (h),

0, otherwise.

If σi is any behavior strategy fori andσj is a completely mixed behavior strategy forj ,
then abuse notation slightly by writing, for eachh ∈ Hi ,

ui(σi, σj )|h := ui(pi,pj |h),
wherepi is outcome-equivalent toσi |h andpj is the mixed representation ofσj .

Definition 6. A behavior strategy profileσ = (σ1, σ2) is aquasi-perfect equilibrium if there
is a sequence(σ n)n∈N of completely mixed behavior strategy profiles converging toσ such
that for eachi and everyn ∈ N andh ∈ Hi ,

ui

(
σi, σ

n
j

)∣∣
h

= max
σ ′

i

ui

(
σ ′

i , σ
n
j

)∣∣
h
.

The characterization result can now be stated; it is proven in Appendix B.

Proposition 7. Consider a finite extensive two-player game Γ . A profile of behavior strate-
gies σ = (σ1, σ2) is a quasi-perfect equilibrium if and only if there exists an epistemic
model with (t1, t2) ∈ [isr] ∩ [cau] such that

(1) there is mutual certain belief of {(t1, t2)} at (t1, t2), and
(2) for each i, σi is induced for ti by tj .

As for Proposition 4, higher order certain belief plays no role in this characterizat
We nextdefine the concept of quasi-perfectly rationalizable behavior strategies a

duced behavior strategies under common certain belief of[isr] ∩ [cau].

Definition 8. A behavior strategyσi for i is quasi-perfectly rationalizable in a finite exten-
sive two-player gameΓ if there exists an epistemic model with(t1, t2) ∈ CK([isr]∩ [cau])
such thatσi is induced forti by tj .

It follows from Proposition 7 that a behavior strategy is quasi-perfectly rationaliza
it is part of a quasi-perfect equilibrium. Since a quasi-perfect equilibrium always exis
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obtain as an immediate consequence that quasi-perfectly rationalizable behavior st
always exist.

Propositions 4 and 7 imply the well-known result that every quasi-perfect equilib
can be extended to a sequential equilibrium, while Definitions 5 and 8 imply that the
quasi-perfectly rationalizable strategies is included in the set of sequentially rationa
strategies. To illustrate that this inclusion can be strict, considerΓ1 of Fig. 1 (cf. Section 2)
Both concepts predict that player 2 playsd with probability one. However, only quas
perfect rationalizability predicts that player 1 playsD with probability one. PreferringD
to U amounts to preference for cautious behavior since by choosingD player 1 avoids the
risk that player 2 may choosef .

4. Relation to other rationalizability concepts

In this section, we explore the relationship between sequential and quasi-perf
tionalizability, on the one hand, and the concepts of rationalizability, permissibility, w
sequential rationalizability, extensive form rationalizability, and proper rationalizabilit
the other hand. We have observed in the previous section that sequential and quasi
rationalizability may be seen as non-equilibrium analogues to the concepts of seq
and quasi-perfect equilibrium. Formally, this means that sequential equilibrium is obt
from sequential rationalizability by adding the requirement that there be mutual c
belief of the type profile, and likewise for quasi-perfect equilibrium. Similarly, ratio
izability, permissibility, weak sequential rationalizability, and proper rationalizability m
be viewed as non-equilibrium analogues to Nash equilibrium, strategic form perfect
librium, weak sequential equilibrium, and proper equilibrium, respectively. Tables 1
summarize the relations between the above mentioned equilibrium and rationaliz
concepts, respectively, and provide relevant references.

We now proceed by showing the relations as stated in the second table. For th
useful to state the following definition: say that the mixed strategyp

ti |tj
j is induced for tj

by ti if tj ∈ T
ti
j and, for allsj ∈ Sj ,

p
ti |tj
j (sj ) := µ

ti
� (sj , tj )

µ
ti
� (Sj , tj )

,

where� is the first level� of λti for whichµ
ti
� (Sj , tj ) > 0.

Table 1
Relationship between different equilibrium concepts

Proper equilibrium
Myerson (1978)

↓
Strategic form perfect equil. ← Quasi − perfect equilibrium

Selten (1975) van Damme (1984)
↓ ↓

Nash equilibrium ← Weak sequential equilibrium ← Sequential equilibrium
Reny (1992) Kreps and Wilson (1982)
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Table 2
Relationship between different rationalizability concepts

Common . . . believes the . . . believes the . . . believes the
cert. belief oppon. chooses oppon. chooses oppon. chooses
that each rationally only rationally at rationally at
player. . . in the whole all reachable all info. sets

game info. sets
. . . is cautious Proper
and respects [n.a.] [n.a.] rationalizability
preferences Schuhmacher (1999)

Permissibility ↓
Börgers (1994) Quasi-perfect

. . . is cautious [n.a.] Brandenburger (1992)← rationalizability
Dekel and Fudenberg (1990) (defined here)

Rationalizability ↓ ↓
. . . is not Weak sequential Sequential
necessarily Bernheim (1984)← rationalizability ← rationalizability
cautious Pearce (1984) Ben-Porath (1997) Dekel et al. (1999, 2002)

Does not imply Does not imply Implies
backward ind. backward ind. backward ind.

4.1. Properness

Say that each player respects opponent preferences in the sense of deeming on
nent strategy infinitely more likely than another if the opponent prefers the one to the
(cf. Blume et al., 1991b), as captured by the following event:

[respi] := {
(t1, t2) ∈ T1 × T2

∣∣ ∀t ′j ∈ T
ti
j ,

(
sj , t

′
j

) �ti
(
s′
j , t

′
j

)
wheneversj �t ′j s′

j

}
.

Here,�ti is the “infinitely more likely” relation giventi ’s system of conditional belief

(cf. Appendix A), and, for eacht ′j ∈ T
ti
j , �t ′j denotes the complete and transitive pre

ences onSj determined byj ’s vNM utility function υj and t ′j ’s belief onSi × Ti . Write
[resp] := [resp1] ∩ [resp2].

Building on Blume et al. (1991b, Proposition 5), Asheim (2001, Proposition 1) sh
that proper equilibrium in two-player games can be characterized as a profile of in
mixed strategies at a type profile in[resp] ∩ [cau] where there is mutual certain beli
of the type profile. Moreover, Asheim (2001, Proposition 3) can be used to show
Schuhmacher’s (1999) concept of properly rationalizable strategies corresponds to i
mixed strategies under common certain belief of[resp] ∩ [cau].

Any proper equilibrium in the strategic form corresponds to a quasi-perfect eq
rium in the extensive form (cf. van Damme, 1984). The following result (the proo
which is available on request) shows, by Proposition 7 and Asheim (2001, Proposi
this relationship between the equilibrium concepts and establishes, by Definition
Asheim (2001, Proposition 3), the corresponding relationship between the rationaliz
concepts. Furthermore, it means that the two cells in Table 2 to the left of ‘proper rat
izability’ are not applicable.
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Fig. 2.Γ2 and its strategic form.

Proposition 9. For any epistemic model and for each player i,

[respi] ∩ Ki[cauj ] ⊆ [isri].

From the proof of Mailath et al. (1997, Proposition 1) one can conjecture that q
perfect rationalizability in every extensive form corresponding to a given strategic
coincides with proper rationalizability in that game. However, for any given extensive
the set of proper rationalizable strategies can be a strict subset of the set of quasi
rationalizable strategies, as illustrated byΓ2 of Fig. 2.

Here, quasi-perfect rationalizability only precludes the play ofR with positive probabil-
ity. However, sinceM strongly dominatesR, it follows that 2 prefers� to r if she respects
1’s preferences. Hence, only� with probability one is properly rationalizable for 2, whic
implies that onlyM with probability one is properly rationalizable for 1.

4.2. Weak sequentiality and permissibility

Say that a mixed strategypi is weak sequentially rational for ti if,

∀h ∈ Hi s.t. supppi ∩ Si(h) �= ∅, supppi ∩ Si(h) ⊆ C
ti
i (h),

and define the event that playeri is of a type that induces a weak sequentiallyrational
mixed strategy for any opponent type that is deemed subjectively possible:

[iwri] := {
(t1, t2) ∈ T1 × T2

∣∣ ∀t ′j ∈ T
ti
j ,p

ti |t ′j
j is weak sequentially rational fort ′j

}
.

Write [iwr] := [iwr1] ∩ [iwr2].
Note that the mixed strategy induced fort ′j by ti may be interpreted asti ’s initial be-

lief about the behavior oft ′j . In contrast to thebehavior strategy induced fort ′j by ti ,
as defined in Section 3.1, the inducedmixed strategy gives no information about howti
revises his belief about the behavior oft ′j at playerj information sets that areunreach-
able given ti ’s initial belief aboutt ′j ’s behavior. Hence, if the true type profile(t1, t2) is
in [iwri], then playeri believes that each subjectively possible opponent typet ′j chooses
rationally at playerj information sets that do not contradictti ’s initial belief about the be
havior of t ′j . However, and this is the crucial difference when compared to the case
(t1, t2) ∈ [isri]: (t1, t2) ∈ [iwri] entailsno restriction on howti revises his beliefs aboutt ′j ’s
behavior conditional ont ′ reaching “surprising” information sets. The above observa
j
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explains why weak sequentially rationalizable (coined ‘weak extensive form ration
able’ by Battigalli and Bonanno, 1999) strategies can be shown to correspond to in
mixed strategies under common certain belief of[iwr].

Say that a mixed strategypi is rational for ti if pi ∈ ∆(C
ti
i ), where

C
ti
i := {

si ∈ Si

∣∣ si �ti s′
i for all s′

i ∈ Si

}
,

where�ti denotes the preferences onSi determined byi ’s vNM utility function υi and
ti ’s belief onSj × Tj , and define the event that playeri is of a type thatinduces arational
mixed strategy for any opponent type that is deemed subjectively possible:

[iri] := {
(t1, t2) ∈ T1 × T2

∣∣ ∀t ′j ∈ T
ti
j ,p

ti |t ′j
j is rational fort ′j

}
.

Write [ir] := [ir1]∩ [ir2]. Then (see, e.g., Asheim and Dufwenberg, 2003, Proposition
permissible strategies correspond to induced mixed strategies under common certa
of [ir] ∩ [cau]. Of course, by instead considering common certain belief of[ir], we obtain
a characterization of ordinary rationalizability.

The following result (the proof of which is available on request) establishes the re
ing relationships between the rationalizability concepts of Table 2.

Proposition 10. For any epistemic model and for each player i,

[isri] ⊆ [iwri] ⊆ [iri] and [iri] ∩ Ki[cauj ] ⊆ [iwri].

Since[iri]∩Ki[cauj ] ⊆ [iwri], the cell in Table 2 to the left of ‘permissibility’ is not ap
plicable, and permissibility refines weak sequential rationalizability. Fig. 1 (cf. Secti
shows that the inclusion can be strict: Permissibility, but not weak sequential rational
ity, precludes that player 1 playsU in Γ1. Since[isri] ⊆ [iwri], Definition 5 entails tha
sequential rationalizability refines weak sequential rationalizability. Since[isri] ⊆ [iri],
Definition 8 entails that quasi-perfect rationalizability refines permissibility. That the
latter inclusions can be strict, is illustrated byΓ3 of Fig. 3 (introduced by Reny, 1992
Fig. 1).

Here permissibility only precludes the play ofD at 1’s second decision node. Th
can be established by applying the Dekel–Fudenberg (1990) procedure (i.e., one
of weak elimination followed by iterated strong elimination) which eliminates a s
egy if and only if it is not permissible. Since all terminal nodes yield different pay
weak sequential rationalizability leads to the same conclusion.6 However, only the play

� � �
1 2 1 3

F f F 3
D d D

2 1 0
2 1 0

d f

D

FD

FF

2, 2 2, 2

1, 1 0, 0

1, 1 3, 3

Fig. 3.Γ3 and its strategic form.

6 To see how our characterization of weak sequential rationalizability is consistent with(D,d) in Γ3, let
T1 = {t1} with λt1 = ((1,0), (0,1)) (assigning probabilities to(d, t2) and (f, t2) respectively), andT2 = {t2}
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of F with probability one at both of 1’s decision nodes and the play off at 2’s single
decision node are quasi-perfectly/sequentially rationalizable. This follows from P
sition 11 of Section 5, showing that the latter concepts imply thebackward induction
procedure.

4.3. Extensive form rationalizability

Extensive form rationalizability (EFR) (Pearce, 1984; Battigalli, 1997; Battigalli a
Siniscalchi, 2002) is an iterative deletion procedure where, at any information set re
by a remaining strategy, any deleted strategy is deemed infinitely less likely than
remaining strategy. Even though EFR only requires players to choose rationally at
able information sets and preference for cautious behavior is not imposed, EFR is di
from weak sequential rationalizability. Unlike all concepts in Table 2, EFR yieldsfor-
ward induction in common examples like the ‘Battle-of-the-Sexes-with-Outside-Opt
and ‘Burning Money’ games.7 EFR also leads to thebackward induction outcome. How-
ever, unlike proper, quasi-perfect and sequential rationalizability, EFR need not pr
the backward induction procedure.

5. Relation to backward induction

The following result shows how sequential (and thus quasi-perfect and, by P
sition 9, proper) rationalizability implies the backward induction procedure in pe
information games. A finite extensive gameΓ is of perfect information if, at any infor-
mation seth ∈ H1 ∪ H2, h = {x}; i.e.,h contains only one node. It isgeneric if, for eachi,
υi(z) �= υi(z

′) wheneverz andz′ are different outcomes. A generic extensive game of
fect information has a unique subgame-perfect equilibrium in pure strategies. Moreo
such games the backward induction procedure yields in any subgame the unique su
perfect equilibrium outcome.

Proposition 11. Consider a finite generic extensive two-player game of perfect informa-
tion Γ . If there exists an epistemic model with (t1, t2) ∈ CK[isr] and, for each i, σi is
induced for ti by tj , then σ = (σ1, σ2) is the subgame-perfect equilibrium.

Since sequentially rationalizable strategies always exist, there is an epistemic
with (t1, t2) ∈ CK[isr], implying that the result of Proposition 11 is not empty.

with λt2 = ((1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)) (assigning probabilities to(D, t1), (FD, t1), and(FF, t1), respectively).
Then, independently of how�t1 and�t2 are specified,(t1, t2) ∈ CK[iwr], and, for eachi, pi is induced forti by
tj , wherep1(D) = 1 andp2(d) = 1.

7 By strengthening permissibility, Asheim and Dufwenberg (2003) define a rationalizability concept,fully per-
missible sets, which is different from those of Table 2 as well as EFR, as it yields forward induction, but doe
always promote backward induction.
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6. Concluding remarks

Throughout this paper, we have analyzed assumptions about players’beliefs, leading to
events that are subsets ofT1 × T2. We can still make probabilistic statements about wh
player “will do,” by considering the beliefs of the other player.

For the concepts in the left and center columns of Table 2, we can do more tha
if we so wish. E.g., when characterizing weak sequential rationalizability, we can co
the event of rational pure choice at all reachable information sets, and assume th
event is commonly believed (where the term ‘belief’ is used in the sense of ‘belief
probability one’). These assumptions yield subsets ofS1 × T1 × S2 × T2, leading to direct
behavioral implications within the model.

This does not carry over to the concepts in the right column. It is problematic to d
the event of rational pure choice atall information sets, since reaching a non-reacha
information set may contradict rational choice at earlier information sets. Also, if we
sider the event of (any kind of) rational pure choice, then we cannot use commoncertain
belief, since this—combined with rational choice—would prevent well-defined condit
beliefs after irrational opponent choices. However, common belief (with probability
of the event that each player believes his opponent chooses rationally at all inform
sets doesnot yield backward induction in generic perfect information games, as show
the counterexample of Asheim (2002, Fig. 2). Commoncertain belief is essential for ou
analysis of the concepts in the right column of Table 2; this complicates obtaining
behavioral implications.

In this paper, we have restricted our attention to games with two players. A n
question which arises is whether, and if so, how, the present analysis can be exte
the case of three or more players. In order to illustrate the potential difficulties of su
extension, consider a three player game in which player 3 has an information seth with
two nodes,x andy, wherex is preceded by the player 1 actiona and the player 2 actionc,
andy is preceded by the player 1 actionb and the player 2 actiond . Suppose that player
views b andc as suboptimal choices, and hence player 3 deemsa infinitely more likely
thanb, and deemsd infinitely more likely thanc. Then, player 3’s LPS ath over player 1’s
strategy choice and player 3’s LPS ath over player 2’s strategy choice do not provide s
ficient information to derive player 3’s relative likelihoods attached to nodesx andy, and
these relative likelihoods are crucial to assess player 3’s rational behavior ath. Hence, in
addition to the two LPSs mentioned above, we need another, aggregated, LPS for p
ath over his opponents’ collective strategy profiles.

The key problem would then be what restrictions to impose upon the connectio
tween the LPSs over individual strategies on the one hand and the aggregate LP
strategy profiles on the other hand. Both classes of LPSs are needed, since the for
crucial in order to evaluate the beliefs about rationality of individual players, and th
ter are needed in order to determine the conditional preferences of each player, as
above. This issue is closely related to the problem of how to characterize consistenc
sessments in algebraic terms, without the use of sequences (McLennan, 1989a; Mc
1989b; Battigalli, 1996; Kohlberg and Reny, 1997; Perea et al., 1997). In these pape
consistency requirement for assessments has been characterized by means of co
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satisfying some appropriate additional conditions. Perea et al. (1997), for instance
refinement of LPS in which, at every information set, not only an LPS over the ava
actions is defined, but moreover the relative likelihood level between actions is “quan
by an additional parameter, whenever one action is deemed infinitely more likely th
other. This additional parameter makes it possible to derive a unique aggregate LP
action profiles (and hence also over strategy profiles). A similar approach can be fo
Govindan and Klumpp (2002). Such an approach could possibly be useful when ext
the analysis in this paper to the case of more than two players. For the moment, w
this issue for future research.
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Appendix A. A representation result for SCLP

Consider the setting of Section 2.1. WritexE andyE for acts onE ∈ 2F \{∅}. A binary
relation on the set of acts onE is denoted by�E , wherexE �E yE means thatxE is
preferred or indifferent to yE . As usual, let�E (preferred to) and∼E (indifferent to) denote
the asymmetric and symmetric parts of�E . Assume that�E satisfies

Axiom 1 (Order). �E is complete and transitive.

Axiom 2 (Objective independence). x′
E �E (respectively∼E) x′′

E iff γ x′
E + (1− γ )yE �E

(respectively∼E) γ x′′
E + (1− γ )yE whenever 0< γ < 1 andyE is arbitrary.

for anyE ⊆ 2F \{∅}, and the following axiom if and only ifE ∈ F∗,

Axiom 3 (Nontriviality). There existxE andyE such thatxE �E yE .

where the numbering of axioms follows Blume et al. (1991a), henceforth referred
BBDa. Say thate ∈ F ∗ is deemedinfinitely more likely thanf ∈ F (e � f ) if

x{e,f } �{e,f } y{e,f } wheneverx{e} �{e} y{e}.
Let, for anyD ∈ 2E\{∅}, xD denote the restriction ofxE to D. Define theconditional
binary relation�E|D by x′

E �E|D x′′
E if, for some yE , (x′

D,yE\D) �E (x′′
D,yE\D). By

Axioms 1 and 2, this definition does not depend onyE . Assume that�E satisfies

8 Cf. Hammond (1994) and Halpern (2003) for analyses of the relationship between these notions.
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Axiom 4′ (Conditional Archimedean property). ∀e ∈ E, ∃0 < γ < δ < 1 such thatδx′
E +

(1− δ)x′′
E �E|{e} yE �E|{e} γ x′

E + (1− γ )x′′
E wheneverx′

E �E|{e} yE �E|{e} x′′
E .

for anyE ⊆ 2F \{∅}.
The collection{�E | E ∈ F∗} is called asystem of conditional preferences on the set of

statesF . Assume that{�E | E ∈F∗} satisfies the following axioms:

Axiom 5∗ (Non-null state independence). x{e} �{e} y{e} iff x{f } �{f } y{f } whenever
e, f ∈ F ∗, andx{e,f } andy{e,f } satisfyx{e,f }(e) = x{e,f }(f ) andy{e,f }(e) = y{e,f }(f ).

Axiom 6∗ (Dynamic consistency). xD �D yD wheneverxE �E|D yE and∅ �= D ⊆ E.

Axiom 7∗ (Compatibility). There exists a binary relation�∗
F satisfying Axioms 1, 2, and 4′

such thatxF �∗
F |E yF wheneverxE �E yE and∅ �= E ⊆ F .

Note that, for any eventE ∈ F∗, the decision-maker’s actual conditional preferen
over acts onE are given by�E , while, e.g.,�F |E and�∗

F |E are auxiliary binary relations
In their Theorem 3.1 BBDa show that a binary relation satisfying a set of axioms c

represented by a vNM utility function and an LPS. They impose Axioms 1–3 and 4′ above,
as well as Axiom 5 (non-null state independence), which coincides with our Axiom 5∗ in a
setting wherexD �D (respectively∼D) yD iff xE �E|D (respectively∼E|D) yE whenever
∅ �= D ⊆ E.

The following representation result extends BBDa’s Theorem 3.1. For two utility
tors v and w, let v �L w denote that, wheneverw� > v�, there exists�′ < � such that
v�′ > w�′ , and let>L and=L denote the asymmetric and symmetric parts, respective

Proposition A.1. The following two statements are equivalent:

(1) (a) �E satisfies Axioms 1, 2, and 4′ if E ∈ 2F \{∅}, and Axiom 3 if and only if E ∈F∗,
and

(b) the system of conditional preferences {�E |E ∈ F∗} satisfies Axioms 5∗, 6∗,
and 7∗.

(2) There exist a vNM utility function υ :∆(Z) → R and an SCLP(λ, �) on F with sup-
port F ∗ that satisfies, for any E ∈ F∗,

xE �E yE iff(∑
e∈E

µ′
�(e)υ

(
xE(e)

))�(E)|E

�=1
�L

(∑
e∈E

µ′
�(e)υ

(
yE(e)

))�(E)|E

�=1
,

where λ�(E)|E = (µ′
1, . . . ,µ

′
�(E)|E) is the conditional of λ�(E) on E.

Proof. (1) implies (2). Since�E is trivial if E /∈ F∗, we may w.l.o.g. assume that A
iom 7∗ is satisfied with�∗

F |E being trivial for anyE /∈ F∗.
Consider anye ∈ F ∗. Since�{e} satisfies Axioms 1–3, and 4′ (implying BBDa’s Ax-

iom 4 since{e} has only one state), it follows from von Neumann–Morgenstern expe
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utility theory that there exists a vNM utility functionυ{e} : ∆(Z) → R such thatυ{e} rep-
resents�{e}. By Axiom 5∗, we may choose a common vNM utility functionυ to represen
�{e} for all e ∈ F ∗. Since Axiom 7∗ implies, for anye ∈ F ∗, �∗

F |{e} satisfies Axioms 1–3
and 4′, and furthermore,xF �∗

F |{e} yF wheneverx{e} �{e} y{e}, we obtain thatυ represents
�∗

F |{e} for all e ∈ F ∗. It now follows that�∗
F satisfies Axiom 5 of BBDa.

By BBDa, Theorem 3.1,�∗
F is represented byυ and an LPSλ = (µ1, . . . ,µL) ∈

L∆(F) satisfying suppλ = F ∗. Consider anyE ∈ F∗. If xE �E yE iff xF �∗
F |E yF , then

xE �E yE iff

(∑
e∈E

µ′
�(e)υ

(
xE(e)

))L|E

�=1
�L

(∑
e∈E

µ′
�(e)υ

(
yE(e)

))L|E

�=1
,

where λ|E = (µ′
1, . . . ,µ

′
L|E) is the conditional ofλ on E, implying that we can se

�(E) = L.
Otherwise, let�(E) ∈ {0, . . . ,L − 1} be the maximum� for which it holds that

xE �E yE if

(∑
e∈E

µ′
�′(e)υ

(
xE(e)

))�|E

�′=1
>L

(∑
e∈E

µ′
�′(e)υ

(
yE(e)

))�|E

�′=1
,

where the r.h.s. is never satisfied if� < min{�′|suppλ�′ ∩ E �= ∅}, entailing that the impli-
cation holds for any such�. Define a set of pairs of acts onE, I, as follows:

(xE,yE) ∈ I iff(∑
e∈E

µ′
�(e)υ

(
xE(e)

))�(E)|E

�=1
=L

(∑
e∈E

µ′
�(e)υ

(
yE(e)

))�(E)|E

�=1
,

with (xE,yE) ∈ I for any actsxE andyE on E if �(E) < min{�|suppλ� ∩ E �= ∅}. Note
thatI is a convex set. To show thatυ andλ�(E)|E represent�E , we must establish tha
xE ∼E yE whenever(xE,yE) ∈ I. Hence, suppose there exists(xE,yE) ∈ I such that
xE �E yE . It follows from the definition of�(E) that there exists(x′

E,y′
E) ∈ I such that

x′
E �E y′

E and
∑
e∈E

µ�(E)+1(e)υ
(
x′
E(e)

)
<

∑
e∈E

µ�(E)+1(e)υ
(
y′
E(e)

)
.

Objective independence of�E now implies that, if 0< γ < 1, then

γ xE + (1− γ )x′
E �E γ yE + (1− γ )x′

E �E γ yE + (1− γ )y′
E;

hence, by transitivity of�E ,

γ xE + (1− γ )x′
E �E γ yE + (1− γ )y′

E. (A.1)

However, by choosingγ sufficiently small, we have that∑
e∈E

µ�(E)+1(e)υ
(
γ xE(e) + (1− γ )x′

E(e)
)

<
∑
e∈E

µ�(E)+1(e)υ
(
γ yE(e) + (1− γ )y′

E(e)
)
.

SinceI is convex so that(γ xE + (1− γ )x′
E,γ yE + (1− γ )y′

E) ∈ I, this implies that

γ xF + (1− γ )x′ ≺∗ γ yF + (1− γ )y′ . (A.2)
F F |E F
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Since (A.1) and (A.2) contradict Axiom 7∗, this shows thatxE ∼E yE whenever
(xE,yE) ∈ I. This implies in turn that�(E) � min{�|suppλ� ∩ E �= ∅} since�E is non-
trivial. By Axiom 6∗, �(D) � �(E) whenever∅ �= D ⊆ E. Finally, since, for anye ∈ F ∗,
x{e} �{e} y{e} iff xF �∗

F |{e} yF , we have that�({e}) = L, implying �({e}) � � whenever
e ∈ suppµ�.

(2) implies (1). This follows from routine arguments.�
Appendix B. Proofs of Propositions 4, 7, and 11

For the proofs of Propositions 4 and 7 we use two results from Blume et al. (1
henceforth referred to as BBDb). To state these results, we introduce the following no
Let λ = (µ1, . . . ,µL) be an LPS on a finite setF and letr = (r1, . . . , rL−1) ∈ (0,1)L−1.
Then,r�λ denotes the probability distribution onF given by the nested convex combin
tion

(1− r1)µ1 + r1
[
(1− r2)µ2 + r2

[
(1− r3)µ3 + r3[. . .] . . .

]]
.

Lemma B.1. Let (pn)n∈N be a sequence of probability distributions on a finite set F .
Then, there exists a subsequence pm of (pn)n∈N, an LPS λ = (µ1, . . . ,µL) and a sequence
rm of vectors in (0,1)L−1 converging to zero such that pm = rm�λ for all m.

The following lemma is a variant of Proposition 1 in BBDb.

Lemma B.2. Let player i’s preferences, �i , over acts on Sj be represented by υi and
λi = (µi

1, . . . , µi
L) ∈ L∆(Sj ). Then,

(a) si �i s′
i if and only if for every sequence (rn)n∈N in (0,1)L−1 converging to zero there

is a subsequence rm such that∑
sj

(
rm�λi

)
(sj )ui(si , sj ) >

∑
sj

(
rm�λi

)
(sj )ui(s

′
i , sj )

for all m, and
(b) the same result would hold if the phrase “for every sequence. . .” is replaced by “for

some sequence. . .”.

Proof. (a) Suppose thatsi �i s′
i . Then, there is somek ∈ {1, . . . ,L} such that∑

sj

µi
�(sj )ui(si , sj ) =

∑
sj

µi
�(sj )ui

(
s′
i , sj

)
(B.1)

for all � < k and∑
sj

µi
k(sj )ui(si , sj ) >

∑
sj

µi
k(sj )ui(s

′
i , sj ). (B.2)

Let (rn)n∈N be a sequence in(0,1)L−1 converging to zero. By (B.1) and (B.2),∑
s

(
rn�λi

)
(sj )ui(si , sj ) >

∑
s

(
rn�λi

)
(sj )ui(s

′
i , sj )
j j
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if n is large enough. The other direction follows directly from the proof of Proposition
BBDb. The proof of part (b) follows from the proof of Proposition 1 in BBDb.�

For the proofs of Propositions 4 and 7 we need the following definitions. Let the
λi = (µi

1, . . . ,µ
i
L) ∈ L∆(Sj ) have full support onSj . Say that the behavior strategyσj is

induced by λi if for all h ∈ Hj anda ∈ A(h),

σj (h)(a) := µi
�(Sj (h, a))

µi
�(Sj (h))

,

where� = min{�′|suppλi
�′ ∩ Sj (h) �= ∅}. Moreover, say that playeri ’s beliefs over pas

opponent actionsβi are induced by λi if for all h ∈ Hi andx ∈ h,

βi(h)(x) := µi
�(Sj (x))

µi
�(Sj (h))

,

where� = min{�′|suppλi
�′ ∩ Sj (h) �= ∅}.

Proof of Proposition 4. (Only if) Let (σ,β) be a sequential equilibrium. Then(σ,β) is
consistent and hence there is a sequence(σ n)n∈N of completely mixed behavior strateg
profiles converging toσ such that the sequence(βn)n∈N of induced belief systems con
verges toβ. For eachi and alln, let pn

i ∈ ∆(Si) be the mixed representation ofσn
i . By

Lemma B.1, the sequence(pn
j )n∈N of probability distributions onSj contains a subse

quencepm
j such that we can find an LPSλi = (µi

1, . . . ,µ
i
L) with full support onSj and a

sequence of vectorsrm ∈ (0,1)L−1 converging to zero with

pm
j = rm�λi

for all m. W.l.o.g., we assume thatpn
j = rn�λi for all n ∈ N.

We first show thatλi induces the behavior strategyσj . Let σ̃j be the behavior strateg
induced byλi . By definition,∀h ∈ Hj , ∀a ∈ A(h),

σ̃j (h)(a) = µi
�(Sj (h, a))

µi
�(Sj (h))

= lim
n→∞

(rn�λi)(Sj (h, a))

(rn�λi)(Sj (h))

= lim
n→∞

pn
j (Sj (h, a))

pn
j (Sj (h))

= lim
n→∞σn

j (h)(a) = σj (h)(a),

where� = min{�′|suppλi
�′ ∩ Sj (h) �= ∅}. For the fourth equation we used the fact thatpn

j

is the mixed representation ofσn
j . Hence, for eachi, λi inducesσj .

We then show thatλi induces the beliefsβi . Let β̃i be playeri ’s beliefs over past oppo
nent actions induced byλi . By definition,∀h ∈ Hi , ∀x ∈ h,

β̃i (h)(x) = µi
�(Sj (x))

µi
�(Sj (h))

= lim
n→∞

rn�λi(Sj (x))

rn�λi(Sj (h))

= lim
n→∞

pn
j (Sj (x))

pn(S (h))
= lim

n→∞βn
i (h)(x) = βi(h)(x),
j j
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where� = min{�′|suppλi
�′ ∩ Sj (h) �= ∅}. For the fourth equality we used the facts thatpn

j

is the mixed representation ofσn
j andβn

i is induced byσn
j . Hence, for eachi, λi inducesβi .

We now define the following epistemic model. LetT1 = {t1} andT2 = {t2}. Let, for
eachi, (1) (λti , �ti ) be the SCLP with supportSj × {tj } whereλti coincides with the
λi constructed above, and (2)�ti (Ej ) = min{�|suppλti

� ∩ Ej �= ∅} for all (∅ �=) Ej ⊆
Sj × {tj }. Then, it is clear that there is mutual certain belief of{(t1, t2)} at (t1, t2), and for
eachi, σi is induced forti by tj . It remains to show that(t1, t2) ∈ [isr].

For this, it is sufficient to show, for eachi, thatσi is sequentially rational forti . Suppose
not. By the choice of�ti , it then follows that there is some information seth ∈ Hi and
some mixed strategypi ∈ ∆(Si(h)) that is outcome-equivalent toσi |h such that there exis
si ∈ Si(h) with pi(si) > 0 ands′

i ∈ Si(h) having the property that

ui

(
si,µ

ti
�

∣∣
Sj (h)

)
< ui

(
s′
i ,µ

ti
�

∣∣
Sj (h)

)
,

where� = min{�′|suppλti
�′ ∩ (Sj (h) × {tj }) �= ∅} andµ

ti
� |Sj (h) ∈ ∆(Sj (h)) is the condi-

tional probability distribution onSj (h) induced byµti
� . Recall thatµti

� is the�-th level of
the LPSλti . Since the beliefsβi and the behavior strategyσj are induced byλi , it follows
thatui(si ,µ

ti
� |Sj (h)) = ui(si , σj ;βi)|h andui(s

′
i ,µ

ti
� |Sj (h)) = ui(s

′
i , σj ;βi)|h and hence

ui(si , σj ;βi)|h < ui

(
s′
i , σj ;βi

)∣∣
h
,

which is a contradiction to the fact that(σ,β) is sequentially rational.
(If) Suppose that there is an epistemic model with(t1, t2) ∈ [isr] such that there is mu

tual certain belief of{(t1, t2)} at (t1, t2), and for eachi, σi is induced forti by tj . We show
thatσ = (σ1, σ2) can be extended to a sequential equilibrium.

For eachi, let λi = (µi
1, . . . ,µ

i
L) ∈ L∆(Sj ) be the LPS coinciding withλti , and letβi

be playeri ’s beliefs over past opponent choices induced byλi . Writeβ = (β1, β2). We first
show that(σ,β) is consistent.

Choose sequences(rn)n∈N in (0,1)L−1 converging to zero and let the sequen
(pn

j )n∈N of mixed strategies be given bypn
j = rn�λi for all n. Sinceλi has full support on

Sj for everyn, pn
j is completely mixed. For everyn, let σn

j be a behavior representatio
of pn

j and letβn
i be the beliefs induced byσn

j . We show that(σ n
j )n∈N converges toσj and

that(βn
i )n∈N converges toβi , which imply consistency of(σ,β).

Note that the inducement ofσj by ti depends onλti through, for eachh ∈ Hj , µti
� , where

� = min{�′|suppλti
�′ ∩ (Sj (h) × {tj }) �= ∅}. This implies thatσj is induced byλi . Sinceσn

j

is a behavior representation ofpn
j andσj is induced byλi , we have,∀h ∈ Hj , ∀a ∈ A(h),

lim
n→∞σn

j (h)(a) = lim
n→∞

pn
j (Sj (h, a))

pn
j (Sj (h))

= lim
n→∞

rn�λi(Sj (h, a))

rn�λi(Sj (h))

= µi
�(Sj (h, a))

µi
�(Sj (h))

= σj (h)(a),

where� = min{�′|suppλi
�′ ∩ Sj (h) �= ∅}. Hence,(σ n

j )n∈N converges toσj .
Sinceβn

i is induced byσn
j andσn

j is a behavior representation ofpn
j , and furthermore

βi is induced byλi , we have,∀h ∈ Hi , ∀x ∈ h,
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lim
n→∞βn

i (h)(x) = lim
n→∞

pn
j (Sj (x))

pn
j (Sj (h))

= lim
n→∞

rn�λi(Sj (x))

rn�λi(Sj (h))

= µi
�(Sj (x))

µi
�(Sj (h))

= βi(h)(x),

where� = min{�′| suppλi
�′ ∩ Sj (h) �= ∅}. Hence,(βn

i )n∈N converges toβi .
This establishes that(σ,β) is consistent.
It remains to show that for eachi and∀h ∈ Hi ,

ui(σi, σj ;βi)|h = max
σ ′

i

ui

(
σ ′

i , σj ;βi

)∣∣
h
.

Suppose not. Then,ui(σi, σj ;βi)|h < ui(σ
′
i , σj ;βi)|h for someh ∈ Hi and someσ ′

i .
Let pi ∈ ∆(Si(h)) be outcome-equivalent toσi |h. Then, there is somesi ∈ Si(h) with
pi(si) > 0 and somes′

i ∈ Si(h) such that

ui(si , σj ;βi)|h < ui

(
s′
i , σj ;βi

)∣∣
h
.

Since the beliefsβi and the behavior strategyσj are induced byλi , it follows (using the
notation that has been introduced in the ‘only if’ part of this proof) thatui(si , σj ;βi)|h =
ui(si ,µ

ti
� |Sj (h)) andui(s

′
i , σj ;βi)|h = ui(s

′
i ,µ

ti
� |Sj (h))|h and hence

ui

(
si ,µ

ti
�

∣∣
Sj (h)

)
< ui

(
s′
i ,µ

ti
�

∣∣
Sj (h)

)
,

which contradicts the fact thatσi is sequentially rational forti . This completes the proo
of this proposition. �
Proof of Proposition 7. (Only if) Let (σ1, σ2) be a quasi-perfect equilibrium. By defin
tion, there is a sequence(σ n)n∈N of completely mixed behavior strategy profiles conve
ing toσ such that for eachi and everyn ∈ N andh ∈ Hi ,

ui

(
σi, σ

n
j

)∣∣
h

= max
σ ′

i

ui

(
σ ′

i , σ
n
j

)∣∣
h
.

For eachj and everyn, let pn
j be the mixed representation ofσn

j . By Lemma B.1, the
sequence(pn

j )n∈N of probability distributions onSj contains a subsequencepm
j such that

we can find an LPSλi = (µi
1, . . . ,µ

i
L) with full support onSj and a sequence of vecto

rm ∈ (0,1)L−1 converging to zero with

pm
j = rm�λi

for all m. W.l.o.g., we assume thatpn
j = rn�λi for all n ∈ N.

By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4, it follows thatλi induces the
behavior strategyσj . Now, we define an epistemic model as follows. LetT1 = {t1} and
T2 = {t2}. Let, for eachi, (1) λti be the LPS onSj × {tj } which coincides withλi , and (2)
�ti (Sj ×{tj }) = L. Then, it is clear that there is mutual certain belief of{(t1, t2)} at (t1, t2),
and for eachi, σi is induced forti by tj . It remains to show that(t1, t2) ∈ [isr] ∩ [cau].
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Since, obviously,(t1, t2) ∈ [cau], it suffices to show, for eachi, thatσi is sequentially
rational for ti . Fix a playeri and leth ∈ Hi be given. Letpi (∈ ∆(Si(h))) be outcome-
equivalent toσi |h and letpn

j be the mixed representation ofσn
j . Then, since(σ1, σ2) is a

quasi-perfect equilibrium, it follows that

ui

(
pi,p

n
j

∣∣
h

) = max
p′

i∈∆(Si(h))
ui

(
p′

i , p
n
j

∣∣
h

)
for all n. Hence,pi(si) > 0 implies that∑

sj ∈Sj (h)

pn
j

∣∣
h
(sj )ui(si , sj ) = max

s′
i∈Si(h)

∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

pn
j

∣∣
h
(sj )ui

(
s′
i , sj

)
(B.3)

for all n. Let λi |h be the conditional ofλi on Sj (h). Sincepn
j = rn�λi for all n there

exist vectorsrn|h converging to zero such thatpn
j |h = rn|h�λi |h for all n. Together with

Eq. (B.3) we obtain thatpi(si) > 0 implies∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

(
rn|h�λi |h

)
(sj )ui(si , sj ) = max

s′
i∈Si(h)

∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

(
rn|h�λi |h

)
(sj )ui

(
s′
i , sj

)
. (B.4)

We show thatpi(si) > 0 impliessi ∈ C
ti
i (h). Suppose thatsi ∈ Si(h)\Cti

i (h). Then, there
is somes′

i ∈ Si(h) with s′
i�ti

h si . By applying Lemma B.2(a) in the case of acts onSj (h), it
follows thatrn|h has a subsequencerm|h for which∑

sj ∈Sj (h)

(
rm|h�λi |h

)
(sj )ui

(
s′
i , sj

)
>

∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

(
rm|h�λi |h

)
(sj )ui(si , sj )

for all m, which is a contradiction to (B.4). Hence,si ∈ C
ti
i (h) wheneverpi(si) > 0, which

implies thatpi ∈ ∆(C
ti
i (h)). Hence,σi |h is outcome equivalent to somepi ∈ ∆(C

ti
i (h)).

This holds for everyh ∈ Hi , and henceσi is sequentially rational forti .
(If) Suppose, there is an epistemic model with(t1, t2) ∈ [isr] ∩ [cau] such that there i

mutual certain belief of{(t1, t2)} at (t1, t2), and for bothi, σi is induced forti by tj . We
show that(σ1, σ2) is a quasi-perfect equilibrium.

For eachi, let λi = (µi
1, . . . ,µ

i
L) ∈ L∆(Sj ) be the LPS coinciding withλti and let, for

everyh ∈ Hi , λi |h be the conditional ofλi onSj (h). Since(t1, t2) ∈ [caui], λi |h describes
i ’s conditional belief onSj (h). Choose sequences(rn)n∈N in (0,1)L−1 converging to zero
and let the sequences(pn

j )n∈N of mixed strategies be given bypn
j = rn�λi for all n. Since

λi has full support onSj for every n, pn
j is completely mixed. For everyn, let σn

j be

a behavior representation ofpn
j . Sinceλi inducesσj , it follows that (σ n

j )n∈N converges
to σj ; this is shown explicitly under the ‘if’ part of Proposition 4. Hence, to establish
(σ1, σ2) is a quasi-perfect equilibrium, we must show that, for eachi and ∀n ∈ N and
∀h ∈ Hi ,

ui

(
σi, σ

n
j

)∣∣
h

= max
σ ′

i

ui

(
σ ′

i , σ
n
j

)∣∣
h
. (B.5)

Fix a playeri and an information seth ∈ Hi . Letpi (∈ ∆(Si(h))) be outcome-equivalen
to σi |h. Then, Eq. (B.5) is equivalent to

ui

(
pi,p

n
j

∣∣
h

) = max
p′∈∆(S (h))

ui

(
p′

i , p
n
j

∣∣
h

)

i i
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for all n. Hence, we must show thatpi(si) > 0 implies that∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

pn
j

∣∣
h
(sj )ui(si , sj ) = max

s′
i∈Si(h)

∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

pn
j

∣∣
h
(sj )ui

(
s′
i , sj

)
(B.6)

for all n. In fact, it suffices to show this equation for infinitely manyn, since in this case w
can choose a subsequence for which the above equation holds, and this would be s
to show that(σ1, σ2) is a quasi-perfect equilibrium.

Since, by assumption,σi is sequentially rational forti , σi |h is outcome equivalent t
some mixed strategy in∆(C

ti
i (h)). Hence,pi ∈ ∆(C

ti
i (h)). Let pi(si) > 0. By construc-

tion, si ∈ C
ti
i (h). Suppose thatsi would not satisfy (B.6) for infinitely manyn. Then, there

exists somes′
i ∈ Si(h) such that∑

sj ∈Sj (h)

pn
j

∣∣
h
(sj )ui(si , sj ) <

∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

pn
j

∣∣
h
(sj )ui(s

′
i , sj )

for infinitely manyn. Assume, w.l.o.g., that it is true for alln. Let λi |h be the conditiona
of λi onSj (h). Sincepn

j = rn�λi for all n there exist vectorsrn|h converging to zero suc

thatpn
j |h = rn|h�λi |h for all n. This implies that∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

(
rn|h�λi |h

)
(sj )ui(si , sj ) <

∑
sj ∈Sj (h)

(
rn|h�λi |h

)
(sj )ui

(
s′
i , sj

)

for all n. By applying Lemma B.2(b) in the case of acts onSj (h), it follows that s′
i is

strictly preferred byti to si at h, which is a contradiction to the fact thatsi ∈ C
ti
i (h).

Hence,pi(si) > 0 implies (B.6) for infinitely manyn, and as a consequence,(σ1, σ2) is a
quasi-perfect equilibrium. �
Proof of Proposition 11. For this proof we must derive some properties of the
tain belief operator (cf. Section 2.4). It is easy to check thatKi(T ) = T andKi∅ = ∅,
and, for any eventsA andB, KiA ∩ KiB = Ki(A ∩ B), KiA ⊆ KiKiA, and¬KiA ⊆
Ki(¬KiA), implying that, for any eventA, KiA = KiKiA. Write K0A := A and, for
eachg � 1, KgA := KKg−1A. SinceKi(A ∩ B) = KiA ∩ KiB and KiKiA = KiA,
it follows ∀g � 2, KgA = K1K

g−1A ∩ K2K
g−1A ⊆ K1K1K

g−2A ∩ K2K2K
g−2A =

K1K
g−2A ∩ K2K

g−2A = Kg−1A. Even though the truth axiom (KiA ⊆ A) is not sat-
isfied, the present paper considers certain belief only of eventsA ⊆ T that can be written
asA = A1 ∩A2 where, for eachi, Ai = projTi

Ai ×Tj . Since each player certainly believ
his own type, mutual certain belief of any such eventA implies thatA is true:KA = K1A∩
K2A ⊆ K1A1 ∩ K2A2 = A1 ∩ A2 = A since, for eachi, KiAi = Ai . Hence, (1)∀g � 1,
KgA ⊆ Kg−1A, and (2)∃g′ � 0 such thatKgA = KA ∩ KKA ∩ KKKA ∩ · · · = CKA

for g � g′ sinceT is finite.
In a perfect information game, the actiona ∈ A(h) taken at the information seth deter-

mines the immediate succeeding information set, which can thus be denoted(h, a). Also,
any information seth ∈ H1 ∪ H2 determines a subgame. SetH−1 = Z (i.e., the set of
terminal nodes) and determineHg for g � 0 by induction:h ∈ Hg if and only if h satisfies

max
{
g′ ∣∣ ∃h′ ∈ Hg′

anda ∈ A(h) such thath′ = (h, a)
} = g − 1.
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In words,h ∈ Hg if and only if g is the maximal number of decision nodes betweenh and
a terminal node in the subgame determined byh. If σ is a profile of behavior strategies a
h ∈ H1 ∪ H2, denote byσ |h the strategy profile with the following properties:

(1) at information sets precedingh, σ |h determines with probability one the unique act
leading toh, and

(2) at all other information sets,σ |h coincides withσ .

Say thatσ ′ is outcome-equivalent to σ ′′ if σ ′ andσ ′′ induce the same probability distrib
tion over terminal nodes.

In view of properties of the certain belief operator, it is sufficient to show for anyg =
0, . . . ,max{g′ | Hg′ �= ∅} that if there exists an epistemic model with(t1, t2) ∈ Kg[isr]
and, for eachi, σi is induced forti by tj , then,∀h ∈ Hg , σ |h is outcome-equivalent t
σ ∗|h, whereσ ∗ = (σ ∗

1 , σ ∗
2 ) denotes the subgame-perfect equilibrium. This is establi

by induction.
(g = 0) Let (t1, t2) ∈ K0[isr] = [isr] and, for eachi, σi be induced forti by tj . Let

h ∈ H 0 and assume w.l.o.g. thath ∈ Hi . Since(t1, t2) ∈ [isrj ] andj takes no action ath,
σ |h is outcome equivalent toσ ∗|h.

(g = 1, . . . ,max{g′ | Hg′ �= ∅}) Suppose that it has been established forg′ = 0, . . . , g −
1 that if there exists an epistemic model with(t1, t2) ∈ Kg′ [isr] and, for eachi, σi is in-
duced forti by tj , then,∀h′ ∈ Hg′

, σ |h′ is outcome-equivalent toσ ∗|h′ . Let (t1, t2) ∈
Kg[isr] and, for eachi, σi be induced forti by tj . Let h ∈ Hg and assume w.l.o.g. th
h ∈ Hi . Since(t1, t2) ∈ KiK

g−1[isr], it follows from the premise of the inductive step th
ti ’s SCLP(λti , �ti ) satisfies,∀t ′j ∈ T

ti
j , ∀h′ ∈ Hj succeedingh, and∀a′ ∈ A(h′),

µ
ti
� (Sj (h

′, a′), t ′j )
µ

ti
� (Sj (h′), t ′j )

= σ ∗
j (h′)(a′),

where� is the first level� of λti for which µ
ti
� (Sj (h

′), t ′j ) > 0. SinceΓ is generic,σi is
sequentially rational forti only if σi(h) = σ ∗

i (h). Since(t1, t2) ∈ [isrj ] and j takes no
action ath, it follows from the premise thatσ |h is outcome-equivalent toσ ∗|h. �
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